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Reinsurance Methods
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Submission Original & Reinsurance Structure I
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Submission & Reinsurance Structure II



▪ The Ceding Company provides the reinsurer with their risk information. The reinsurer 

analyses the information, which becomes part of the reinsurer’s permanent file.

▪ If the reinsurer is willing to write the risk, it gives a quote and sends the ceding company a 

written confirmation.

▪ If the quote is accepted, the reinsurer sends a confirmation of binder.

▪ The ceding Company sends the reinsurer a copy of its policy from which the reinsurer 

prepares a certificate of reinsurance.

▪ If a broker is used by the ceding company, all transactions including exchanging risk 

information, quotes and binders occur through the broker.
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Placement of Facultative Casualty or Property Reinsurance
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Procedures for the Transaction of All Classes of Facultative 

Reinsurance
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Procedures for the Transaction of All Classes of Facultative 

Reinsurance
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Procedures for the Transaction of All Classes of Facultative 

Reinsurance
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Procedures for the Transaction of All Classes of Facultative 

Reinsurance
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Non-Special Condition

No special agreement was made for cases where the premium is not paid or is not paid on time.

UW

• Offer and Accept by UW

•A fixed due date was agreed - Entry of this due date, e.g. 30.04.2020

•Calculation and entry of the due date in accordance

•with the following calculation rule: inception date + 60 days ( in this example 02.04.2020).

•Identification requirement: No

RIA
•First reminder to cedant/broker from RIA

•Where the payment term is exceeded, Accounting sends first reminder to client within the next 30-60 

days

RIA •Second reminder to cedant/broker from RIA

•Accounting sends second reminder 30 days after sending the first one
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Premium Payment Clause: Non-Special Condition

No special agreement was made for cases where the premium is not paid or is not paid on time.

UW

•Third reminder to cedant/broker from UW

•Accounting informs UW of the status of the outstanding payment every 30 days. 

•UW requesting written reminder to client. 

•UW/CM sends third reminder to client.

UW

•Cancellation or Legal dunning procedure?

•UW decides on how to proceed.

UW

•Precursor to cancellation 

•Accounting informs UW of the status of the outstanding payment every 30 days.

• UW/ML3 requesting cancellation
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Premium Payment Clause: TOR (Time on Risk) 4/86-PPW

Contains the payment term for the premium due and gives the reinsurer the right to cancel the risk and 

demand the pro-rata premium if premium is not made within the payment term

UW

•Offer and Accept by UW

•A fixed due date was agreed - Entry of this due date, e.g. 30.04.2020.

•Identification requirement: Yes, with PPW.

UW

•Reminder or Cancellation?

•Accounting contacts UW and asks for instructions on how to proceed.

RIA

•First reminder to cedant/broker from RIA

•Where the payment term is exceeded, Accounting sends first reminder within the next 30-60 days.

•. 

•Note: a reminder can be legally interpreted to mean that a contract has been concluded. Cancellation 

due to payment not having been made on time can therefore be challenged in court.
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Premium Payment Clause: LSW (London Standard Wording 

3000 or 3001 or 3002, etc.) (e.g. 90/30)

Gives the reinsurer the right to cancel the risk and demand the pro-rata premium if payment is not made 

within the payment term contains the payment term of the premium due (e.g. 90 days from inception of the 

policy) grants the client a payment deferral up to the final cancellation (e.g. 30 days)

UW

•Offer and Accept by UW

•Field: Due Date

•Example: 90day payment term from inception of the risk (2.12.2019)=Due Date 2.3.2020

•Explanation: the agreed payment deferral is not taken into account when calculating the due date 

Identification requirement: Yes with PPW-LSW (number of days after 1st reminder). Example: 90-day 

payment term + 30-day deferral.

RIA

•First reminder to cedant/broker from RIA

•Where the payment term is exceeded, Accounting sends first reminder within the next 30-60 days. 

•System: Accounting enters date of 1st reminder in our system.

•Accounting contacts UW and asks for instructions on how to proceed.

RIA

•Second reminder to cedant/broker from RIA

•Accounting sends second reminder 30 days after sending the first one UW is copied in

•UW and copies in RIA.

•System : Accounting enters date of 2nd reminder
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Cancellation by UW

UW sends client notice of cancellation with 14-day payment term and copies in TAU Pool. 

Depending on PPC, UW draws attention to pro-rata premium due

UW

•System-supported handling by UW

•Accounting informs UW of the status of the outstanding payment every 30 days.

UW

•CASE 1: CANCELLATION

•Depending on the PPC, underwriter cancels the risk via Part- or Full Cancellation in FAB.

•Underwriter informs accountant of cancellation.

UW

•CASE 2: LEGAL DUNNING PROCEDURE

•Underwriter informs about the legal dunning procedure and keeps the accountant in the picture.
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Facultative Chasing Process

Facultative Chasing process is done by RIA using the Facultative Chasing Report

RIA

•Report for Analysis

•Accounting uses this report for chasing brokers and cedents every 30 days, informing clients when 

Premium Due..

RIA

•1st Reminder  

•. Where the payment term is exceeded, Accounting sends first reminder to client within the next 30-60 

days

RIA

•2nd Reminder

•Accounting sends second reminder 30 days after sending the first one

••UW and RIA copied in.

•.
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Risk Assessment

Risk Assessment Topics for Single Risks:

Primary Insurance

▪ Who is the Policy Holder of Single Risk (Reputation)

▪ Which risks are covered in the Original Policy? With 

which amount?

▪ What type of Single Risk is it?

Reinsurance

▪ Which coverage does the Primary Insurer cede?

▪ What will be our Participation?

▪ Which Guidelines apply?
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Data & Risk Assessment
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Example Property Fire – Analyse Slip I
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Example Property Fire – Analyse Slip I
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Example Property Engineering – Analyse Slip
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Example Casualty– Analyse Slip
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Example Marine– Analyse Slip
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